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Overview of the Mindprint Academic Profile 
 
The student’s Academic Profile provides insight into which 
academic skills are likely to come more easily and which you can 
anticipate might require more effort or support. This predictive 
report is based on an assessment of the student’s cognitive skills 
and established research on how cognitive skills drive specific 
areas of academic performance. It gives insight beyond traditional 
standardized achievement scores or classroom grades. 
 
Do not expect that all predictive data will reflect the student’s 
current academic performance. There are plenty of non-academic 
factors that can affect actual performance including (but not limited 
to) effort, motivation, engagement and mindset. This report is 
designed to help you identify underlying factors that might interfere 
with student learning by subject. 
 
It will also help understand discrepancies between actual academic 
performance and the student’s full potential. We anticipate it will 
help you proactively support each and every student.   

 

 
How to Use This Report 
 
Consistency with Classroom Performance. If school performance is consistent with the Mindprint 
Academic Profile, use the strategies in the Mindprint Academic Profile to support and elevate this learner. 
These strategies can be used in conjunction with your regular curriculum to help guide how to present 
information and engage the student in the most effective way.  
 
Classroom Performance Exceeds Predictive Academic Profile. If school performance exceeds Mindprint 
projections, consider how hard the student is working to achieve that good performance. Using the 
recommended strategies might enable the student to work more easily and efficiently. Continue to monitor 
performance and provide additional support if work becomes increasingly challenging. 
 
Predictive Academic Profile Exceeds Classroom Performance. Consider if and why the student might 
be underachieving. If the Mindprint Academic Profile suggests any difficulties with a Study Skill(s), begin 
there to reduce barriers to success. Also consider if non-academic factors, including social and home 
environment, motivation, and anxiety or stress, are affecting performance. For some students, self-
confidence and growth mindset can be key; strategies to support social-emotional skills can be found in your 
student’s Mindprint Toolbox. 

 

ELA 
 

Reading Fluency is the efficiency with which a student can accurately and automatically decode and 
process what he reads. Since fluency includes both accuracy and speed, both of which are expected to 
continually increase through 8th grade, this skill should be actively monitored through middle school. 
Students with good comprehension but weaker fluency might struggle to keep up with the increased 
demands of higher grades, as texts become longer and overall workload increases. Students with weaker 
fluency might begin to avoid reading because it takes more effort and time, which can exacerbate any 
underlying difficulties. Unaddressed challenges can manifest as difficulty finishing in-class assignments or 
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needing more time to complete homework. Reading fluency can affect performance in all subjects. (Key 
Mindprint Skills: Verbal Memory Efficiency, Verbal Reasoning Efficiency, Working Memory Efficiency) 

Reading: Literature reflects the student’s reading comprehension for fictional texts. Elementary level 
reading requires a more concrete understanding. As texts become lengthier and more complex, demands 
increase on both the ability to understand as well as the need to remember key details, interpret nuance, 
and make connections to underlying themes. (Key Mindprint Skills: Verbal Reasoning, Verbal Memory, and 
Working Memory) 

Reading: Informational Text relies on many of the same skills as Literature but also some notable 
differences. While inferencing and nuance might be less important for Informational Texts, the ability to go 
from the concrete to the abstract and understand complex or unfamiliar concepts is more important. 
Students are expected to read deliberatively as they must identify and remember key information and 
explanations in topics as diverse as history, science and math. (Key Mindprint Skills: Verbal Reasoning, 
Abstract Reasoning) 

Writing relies on the ability to use standard rules of grammar and punctuation, while concurrently generating 
and organizing ideas to communicate a compelling argument or narrative. Juggling these multi-faceted 
objectives can overload some students with weaker skills if they do not learn how to effectively sequence 
these competing demands. (Key Mindprint Skills: Verbal Reasoning, Verbal Memory and Working Memory) 

Vocabulary reflects a student’s ability to recall and understand words in context and is an underlying skill 
that supports reading fluency, comprehension, effective writing and verbal communication. (Key Mindprint 
Skill: Verbal Memory) 

 
Math & Science 
 
Numeracy reflects a student’s ability to accurately understand and apply numerical information for 
elementary tasks like multi-digit math to higher-order reasoning tasks such as algebra and calculus. 
Students who struggle with accuracy or efficiency in Numeracy might have difficulty in higher levels of math 
& science regardless of the strength of their Problem Solving skills. (Key Mindprint Skills: Visual Memory, 
Reasoning, and Working Memory)  
 
Geometry/Graphs/Charts This diverse set of skills generally relies on the same underlying cognitive 
abilities to understand and apply purely visual and numerical information. These skills depend on the ability 
to accurately understand and manipulate shapes, angles and lines, and efficiently interpret graphs and 
charts in formats ranging from lines, bars and scatter plots. (Key Mindprint Skills: Spatial Perception, Visual 
Memory, Abstract Reasoning, and Verbal Reasoning) 
 
Problem Solving is the application of using numbers and equations and recognizing patterns to solve 
problems in topics ranging from finance to design to chemistry. In elementary grades, problem solving is 
primarily represented in word problem format but problem solving encompasses a broad range of higher 
order applications in diverse subjects. (Key Mindprint Skills: Verbal Reasoning and Abstract Reasoning) 

 
 

Study Skills 
 
Study skills are the broad set of skills a student needs to work independently and effectively both in-class 
and on homework. Study Skills cross-cut all academic subjects. Difficulty in any Study Skill could interfere 
with performance in any academic topic, particularly if a student is less interested in the subject. Inconsistent 
performance is often rooted in a difficulty with a Study Skill(s). 

Initiation refers to a student’s ability to take instructions and begin an assignment independently. While all 
students will, at times, struggle with an assignment, difficulty with Initiation refers to a persistent, underlying 
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cognitive need for coaching to begin a task or discrete parts of a task. (Key Mindprint Skills: Flexible 
Thinking, Attention, Working Memory) 

Following Directions refers to a student’s ability to take instructions and follow through on the assignment. 
Following Directions includes the ability to adapt to unexpected circumstances or surprises. (Elementary 
Only) (Key Mindprint Skills: Attention, Working Memory, Flexible thinking) 

Organization & Time Management refers to a student’s ability to self-manage his time, tasks and 
belongings to complete work on time. Expectations and demands for organization and time management 
increase with age, with limited expectations for younger students and significant demands by high school. 
(Middle and High School) (Key Mindprint Skills: Attention efficiency, Working Memory efficiency) 

Decision Making refers to how deliberately a student considers information and responds to it, including 
making complex decisions that account for multiple factors. While expectations for Decision Making are low 
in elementary school, over time students are expected to become more deliberate and consistent in their 
Decision Making skills, rather than jumping to the first conclusion that “feels right”. (Key Mindprint Skills: 
Attention Speed, Verbal Reasoning Speed, Flexible Thinking Speed) 

Sustained Focus refers to a student’s ability to pay attention, even when not inherently interested in a topic, 
and sustain attention until the task is completed. A student with weaker attention might begin on-task but 
has difficulty finishing to the best of his ability. Many students with attention difficulties can maintain focus for 
tasks they enjoy but might struggle to pay attention for tasks they find inherently less interesting. A student 
with attention difficulties might look as if she lacks motivation or effort, but really needs support to sustain 
attention. (Key Mindprint Skills: Attention Efficiency) 

 
Whole Class and Small Group Views 
Your class report aggregates this data for all the students in your class or in your selected group. Clicking on 
the learning strand will enable you to see which students fall in each grouping and the best fit strategies for 
that group of students. 

  

 


